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Commitment to Operational Excellence
A broad topic involving multiple aspects,
including:
 Safety – Employees, Contractors, Communities
 Pipeline Integrity Management
 Environmental Protection
 Incident Response Preparation
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Safety and Sound Operating Practices – Several
Ways to Measure, But None Tell The Whole Story


By several widely used measures / standards, PAA‟s safety incident
rate is favorable relative to the industry average(1)
 PAA‟s pipeline group had fewer incidents than the industry average for the
past five years and for nine of the past ten years
 PAA‟s pipeline group had fewer OSHA recordable incidents than the
industry average for the past five years and eight of the last nine years
 PAA has a 10-year track record of achieving a Workers Compensation
Experience Modification Rate that is meaningfully better than the industry
average(2)
Accomplished while undergoing significant growth – e.g. PAA‟s U.S. employee base has
increased ~130% and total annual vehicle mileage has increased 105% from 43 mm
miles to 88 mm miles (2004-2014) (many other comparable growth measures)



However, a true assessment requires more than isolated statistical
comparisons
 True comparisons require assessment of scale, scope, operating environment,
age of assets, type of growth (acquisition or organic), etc. and, moreover, a
state of mind and culture

(1) Based on information published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Pipeline incident rates include PMC; trucking rates exclude PMC (most trucking at PMC accomplished through third-parties).
(2) Excludes Canadian employees.
Note: Data as of 2014.
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The Code We Live By Says It Best…
Selected Excerpts from Plains Code of Conduct:






„“…A common thread throughout PAA‟s history, in both good times and
bad times, has been our organization‟s commitment to act with honesty,
integrity, fairness and respect and in all cases to “do the right thing.”‟
“Plains All American‟s most valuable assets are its people; accordingly,
making sure that each of us returns home safely at the end of our workday
to our families and loved ones is our highest priority.”
Plains All American…
 “…is committed to protecting our employees and the environment.”
 “…supports its commitment to safe and environmentally responsible
operations through extensive and ongoing education and training, as
well as investment in any necessary equipment, systems, processes,
or other resources.”
 “…will not take shortcuts with respect to safety and all employees and
contractors have the responsibility and authority to stop work that they
believe is unsafe.”
 “…commitment also includes compliance with applicable
environmental health and safety rules, laws, and regulations.”
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Our Objective Is To Do The Right Thing
……Even when no one is looking
Excerpt From GLA Presentation At Plains‟ U.S. Country-Wide Safety Conference
(Ironically, the morning of May 19, 2015 – Just hours before the Santa Barbara crude oil release)
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No Presentation, Even If Hours Long, Can Convey A
Comprehensive Measure of Operational Excellence



Our task in the next several slides is to
provide an illustration of critical
characteristics of Plains‟ practices with
respect to:





Safety – Employees, Contractors, Communities
Pipeline Integrity Management
Environmental Protection
Incident Response Preparation
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Fundamental Beliefs:

[excerpt from GLA PAA presentation
at May 19 safety conference]

Paraphrased thoughts from PAA‟s Code of Business Conduct


Our people are our most valuable asset
 Making sure every employee returns home safely at end of each day is our highest
priority



Unsafe Practices and Risky Behavior that endangers our employees or the
environment will not be tolerated
 So long as our safety numbers are not equal to zero, they are not good enough
 Improvement versus 100% success – “pleased but not satisfied”



Safe operations are a higher priority than cutting costs or achieving our
earnings objectives
 Would rather miss our financial targets and operate safely than endanger
employees/environment
 Every employee and contractor has the authority to stop work that they believe is
unsafe



We Commit the Resources Needed to Operate Safely
 Extensive and ongoing education and training
 Investment in equipment, systems, processes and other resources



We Operate in Compliance with Environmental, Health and Safety Laws,
Rules and Regulations
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Commitment To Operational Excellence:
Integrity Management & Incident Prevention


PAA is committed to prudently maintaining its assets for the long-term



We have implemented several multi-year programs that are above and beyond
those required by regulation:
 Integrity testing of both jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional pipelines
 Risk-screening process that has resulted in taking ~ 6,000 miles of pipeline out of service over
the last 10 years
 Ongoing program of installing remotely controlled automated valves
 Enhanced water-crossing assessments and monitoring
 Earthquake monitoring for pipeline shutdowns



Continue to regularly assess pipeline integrity using state-of-the-art
inspection tools and technologies
 Smart pigs, advanced data interpretation/integration, advanced GIS mapping and risk screening
– in many cases more often and extensive than required by regulations
 Improving data interpretation/integration capabilities to better prioritize, focus upon and assess
areas warranting attention




Annual spending on our maintenance and integrity efforts has increased from
$135 million in 2007 to $491 million in 2014 (U.S. & Canada)
PAA has significantly increased its size and spending related to integrity
management and safety personnel
 Safety and training staff has increased from 21 to 45 employees (2010 to 2015)
 Integrity management staff has increased from 52 to 82 employees (2008 to 2015)
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Safety and Environmental Results




PAA has an integrity management program that assesses risks and threats to our
pipelines and identifies mitigations for implementation
PAA utilizes a number of tools to assess the integrity of its pipelines
 Close interval surveys have been conducted on all of PAA‟s PHMSA regulated pipelines
(the entire pipeline is physically walked to conduct this survey)
 In line inspection tools have been run on substantially all of PAA‟s operated pipelines to
inspect for:
 Internal corrosion
 External corrosion
 Dents



PAA is active in industry efforts relating to safety and integrity of pipelines
 A PAA employee is leading the industry effort to develop a recommended practice to
identify cracks in pipelines
 A PAA employee leads an industry effort to develop a Data Integration Matrix to enhance
the evaluation of the integrity of pipelines
 PAA employees actively participate in numerous other industry-driven integrity, safety
and environmental work groups



As a result, releases on PAA‟s PHMSA regulated pipelines have significantly
decreased since 2006
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Framing Quantitative Illustrations





PAA operates in both the United States and Canada
PAA has made nearly 80 acquisitions since 2001, a substantial number of
which include pipeline assets, and has a proven track record of reducing
releases from pipeline assets it acquires
In the United States:
 PAA has invested over $1.4 billion in the maintenance and integrity of its midstream
assets since 2007
 PAA currently:







Operates pipeline assets in 16 states
Owns ~13,700 miles of pipelines; operates ~10,600 miles of pipeline
Transports over 3 million barrels per day
Owns/operates over 260 locations with on-site tankage

PAA is regulated by various federal, state and local regulatory organizations,
among which reporting requirements and incident thresholds vary.
 The following quantitative illustrations focus on federal reporting (primarily
Department of Transportation – Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration), which covers federally regulated pipeline and facilities activities
 Other PAA assets & activities are regulated by multiple state agencies, but, PHMSA
activities and results are directionally consistent with aggregate state trends
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PHMSA Reported Incidents –
Reconciling The Numbers
Reported Incidents 2006 – 2015 YTD (~10 year period)
 Plains Pipeline
175
 Other Plains entities not included initially
in media reports
54
 Total Plains reported incidents
229
What incidents include:
 Self reported events that involve => 5 gallons
 Pipelines
 Facilities (even if release is totally contained within PAA‟s facility)
 Types of assets include terminals, pump stations, etc.
Note: Includes Plains controlled entities with crude oil/refined product assets regulated by PHMSA. Excludes activities for periods prior to Plains’ ownership of such entities.
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PHMSA Reported Incidents –
Reconciling The Numbers (continued)
PHMSA Reported Incidents 2006 to 1Q 2015
2006
2007
PIPELINE Incidents
Releases Under 1 Barrel
Releases 1-5 Barrels
Releases 5-20 Barrels
Releases > than 20 Bbls
Total
FACILITY Incidents
Releases Under 1 Barrel
Releases 1-5 Barrels
Releases 5-20 Barrels
Releases > than 20 Bbls
Total
TOTAL Incidents
Releases Under 1 Barrel
Releases 1-5 Barrels
Releases 5-20 Barrels
Releases > than 20 Bbls
Total

1
7
2
9
19

3
6
4
3
16

2008

4
1
2
7

2009

2010

1
5
4
2
12

2
3
-

2011

2012

1
-

2
7

5
6

1
2
2
3
8

2013

2014

-

1
2
1
3
4

2
5

Q1 15

1
1

Total Percent

13
27
13
32
85

Pipeline

15%
32%
15%
38%
100%

--Total

-- >5 bbls
3
3
5
11

3
2
1
4
10

4
3
1
2
10

1
7
3
3
14

1
3
3
4
11

2
5
1
1
9

3
12
7
3
25

4
6
6
1
17

5
12
5
8
30

1
3
2
1
7

24
56
32
32
144

17%
39%
22%
22%
100%

1
10
5
14
30

6
8
5
7
26

8
4
1
4
17

2
12
7
5
26

3
6
3
6
18

2
6
1
6
15

4
14
9
6
33

4
6
7
4
21

6
14
5
10
35

1
3
2
2
8

37
83
45
64
229

16%
36%
20%
28%
100%

Facilities
--Total

-- >5 bbls

Observations
 Pipeline releases declining steadily in total & > 5bbls
 Facility releases fluctuating, but significant % of total releases occurred
within the fence line with limited impact on third party lands

Note: The vast majority of reported property damage for the +/- 10 year period is attributable to Plains‟ loss as opposed
to third party damage (e.g. commodity lost, pipeline or facility damage and repair, emergency response costs,
remediation costs, etc.).
Note: Includes Plains controlled entities with crude oil/refined product assets regulated by PHMSA. Excludes activities for periods prior to Plains’ ownership of such entities.
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Commitment To Operational Excellence:
Measurable Progress – Pleased But Not Satisfied





Objective is “Goal Zero” (no incidents)
Goal Zero objective and overall focus and
efforts extend beyond PHMSA-regulated assets
and activities to include all U.S. states,
Canada and provincially regulated assets
Progress challenged from time-to-time by:





Acquisitions of older assets & time required to upgrade
maintenance activities and operations

PHMSA Reg. Pipeline
(incidents)

--Total

-- >5 bbls

PAA Tariff Volumes
Avg. b/d (mm)

Mother Nature and 3rd party strikes

Progress facilitated over time by:
 Constant focus on safety, training, asset integrity
& maintenance, improvement, new technologies
and asset replacement
 Investment in maintenance and integrity
management & similar programs


Integrity & Maintenance Spending
(millions)

~$2.3 B invested in such activities since 2007
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Commitment To Operational Excellence:
Incident Response Preparedness


PAA is committed to being prepared for potential incidents
 Incident planning and response training on an ongoing basis
 Regularly engaging with first responders across the company
 Incident management tools and resources ready for use, including
specific tactical plans and response strategies to be used in critical areas
in the event of an emergency



In the unfortunate event of an incident
 We are prepared
 Our key objective is to preserve life and safeguard the environment
through immediate response and deployment of resources

 PAA response personnel have unrestricted authority to take whatever
actions are necessary

 We continuously refine and improve our communication capabilities for
our response activities with the public, elected officials and regulators
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Looking Forward – What Is Next?
 PAA and many leading liquids pipeline operators are rapidly
migrating toward an integrated/comprehensive system to manage
safety, pipeline and facility integrity management, stakeholder
relations and protection of the environment
 Such approach is consistent with RP 1173 being advanced by the
API, through a cooperative effort with the public sector and
government regulators

 This approach embraces a PSMS (process safety management
system) and is being implemented through our OMS (operations
management system)
 This is a multi-year program that will systematically reduce risk,
measure and continuously improve safety performance and better
integrate our existing programs
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